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OpenSimによるジオラマシステムの構築
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Construction of Diorama System by OpenSim
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Abstract OpenSim is the open source server for 3D virtual space. And we constructed
the system that reproduced real geographical features （diorama） on OpenSim from
measured terrain data and map data by adding any functions to it. Geographical
features can be reproduced almost in real time though it takes some time for this
system to download the map data in the OpenSim restriction. The terrain data need
not be processed beforehand, and the system can be used low-cost and easy. As for this
system that is used for a geography education, regional study, and announcing to public
the region, etc. are expected.
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図1．Web上の標高データによるリージョン内の地
形の変形
Figure 1 Transformation of land of region by
terrain data on Web
る た め に 我 々 は 新 た に O S S L の









string osTerrainGetSculpt（double x, double








































Figure 2 Sculpted Prim that can be




Figure 3 Setting of surface texture of the
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図5．SRTM3 と Yahoo マップの衛星画像から再
現した富士山
Figure 5 Mt.Fuji reproduced from terrain data
of SRTM3 and satellite image of Yahoo Map
図4．国土地理院の標高データと Google マップの
衛星画像から再現した富士山
Figure 4 Mt.Fuji reproduced from terrain data
of Geospatial Information Authority of Japan and
satellite image of Google Map
図6．国土地理院の標高データと Yahoo マップの
地図画像から再現した富士山西部白糸方面
Figure 6 Mt.Fuji west Shiraito district
reproduced from terrain data of Geospatial




























































































































［3］http ://opens imulator .org/wik i/OSSL
_Implemented
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